
評価資料の要約(英語) 

Core university collaboration between Japan and China with KEK and IHEP Beijing as Core 

Universities was a collaboration on electron accelerators and and also on application of these 

acclerators.  This collaboration covered wide range of the fileds from elementary particle physics to 

study of mataerial by using synchrotron lights produced by ring-type electron staorage rings. 

We have witnessed rapid progress in this field in Asia.  Especially advanced studies are being held 

in Japan, China, Korea, Taiwan, and India.  When this collaboration started we first concentrated on 

exchange researchers between Japan and China, and at the same time envisioned to level up the field 

in the whole Asian region.  We also tried to hard to have young researchers participate in the 

program to nurture the next generation Asian researchers. 

In year 2006 the scope of the collaboration was enlarged by including Korea as a partner and in 2006 

India had participated in the program.  This means that we moved forward to the our original goal of 

leveling up of accelerator sciences in Asia 

 This collaborations’s impact to China was tremendous.  Japan contributed much to establish basic 

technology and enginerring that were necessary to buid two major Chinese accelrators, namely, 

IHEP’s BEPC-II and Shanghai Light Source.  Main contributions were: superconducting RF cavities, 

refrigeration by liquid helium, control systems on the basis of EPICS, stabiliazation of BEPC-II 

injector linac, etc.  Moreover many young researchers participated in BELLE experiemnt at KEK.  

By this many young Chinese reserchers who are now key persons in high enegy physics experiment in 

China have been nurtured.. 

  As to the Japan-Cina collaboration we encountered some problems for the first few years; 

however, the collaboration has benn growing steadily and become matured.  Now Japoan and Chian 

are collaborating almost on the equal footing. 

 Since India participated later we had much trouble to established collaboration between Japan and 

India.  This is mainly due to thae fact that the distance is rather far between two countries and due 

to the fact that Indian researchers were not accustomed well to international collaboration.  We tried 

very hard to solve the problem by visiting India frequently.  Even though the collaboration has grown, 

four years were too short for us to make it mature.  If we had a few more years, the collaboration 

would reach similar level as that between Japan and Cina. 

 


